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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) is planning to move away from legacy CRM to Salesforce. As part of one-time data
migration, UC will need to keep the original date when a contact was created in the legacy system. How should an
Architect design the data migration solution to meet this requirement? 

A. After the data is migrated, perform an update on all records to set the original date in a standard CreatedDate field. 

B. Create a new field on Contact object to capture the Created Date. Hide the standard CreatedDate field using Field
-Level Security. 

C. Enable "Set Audit Fields" and assign the permission to the user loading the data for the duration of the migration. 

D. Write an Apex trigger on the Contact object, before insert event to set the original value in a standard CreatedDate
field. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has a legacy system that captures Conferences and Venues. These Conferences can occur at any
Venue. They create hundreds of thousands of Conferences per year. Historically, they have only used 20 Venues.
Which two things should the data architect consider when denormalizing this data model into a single Conference object
with a Venue picklist? Choose 2 answers 

A. Limitations on master -detail relationships. 

B. Org data storage limitations. 

C. Bulk API limitations on picklist fields. 

D. Standard list view in -line editing. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Due to security requirements, Universal Containers needs to capture specific user actions, such as login, logout, file
attachment download, package install, etc. What is the recommended approach for defining a solution for this
requirement? 

A. Use a field audit trail to capture field changes. 

B. Use a custom object and trigger to capture changes. 

C. Use Event Monitoring to capture these changes. 

D. Use a third-party AppExchange app to capture changes. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

UC is having issues using Informatica Cloud Louder to export +10MOrder records. Each Order record has 10 Order
Line Items. What two steps can you take to help correct this? Choose two answers. 

A. Export in multiple batches 

B. Export Bulk API in parallel mode 

C. Use PK Chunking 

D. Limit Batch to 10K records 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Container is using Salesforce for Opportunity management and enterprise resource planning (ERP) for order
management. Sales reps do not have access to the ERP and have no visibility into order status. 

What solution a data architect recommend to give the sales team visibility into order status? 

A. Leverage Canvas to bring the order management UI in to the Salesforce tab. 

B. Build batch jobs to push order line items to salesforce. 

C. leverage Salesforce Connect top bring the order line item from the legacy system to Salesforce. 

D. Build real-time integration to pull order line items into Salesforce when viewing orders. 

Correct Answer: C 
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